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CLASSIC FLYREELS 

in the tradition of 

Edward vom Hofe  
   

handmade in  Germany 

by                                        

Wolfhard  Schulz 



Thank you for your interest in my reels. 

These are authentic reproductions of the fly reel 

models  which came out of  the legendary workshop 

of Edward vom Hofe in New York. 

My renditions are as close as possible to the vintage 

originals regarding materials, construction, esthetic 

appearance and function.                                                               

I only utilize conventional tools and techniques in 

making these reels in a CNC- free environment,- no 

shortcuts, no other parties, just  a small mill and a 

lathe. Every single part is made in my  workshop by 

myself down to the last nickelsilver screw.                   

I use the most expensive, finest grained Ebonite 

available, sourced from various European makers, a 

rather elusive material in the quality  one needs for 

supreme flyreels.                                                          

Ebonite or “hard-rubber” is a man-made and 

basically handcrafted material created in a labour- 

time intensive process. Its distinctive esthetic 

qualities must not be confused with modern plastics 

like Delrin, which is not only a fraction of the cost of 

ebonite, but also a lot easier to work with.                               

Despite my prime objective to stay as close to the 

originals as possible, I  have decided to change some 

constructive  details on my reels: I mill the 

brakearms from one piece of solid spring-tempered 

material instead of a crimped or soldered two-

material construction. If there is no other reason,                 

it looks better.                                                                    

Also, I use a very hard aluminium bronze alloy 

instead of softer alloys  for some parts of the spool. 

The one-piece solid reelfoot with rounded shoulders 

is made from 7055 aluminium, usually  known as 

„aircraft“ alloy.                                                                   

The serpentine handle is milled on a manually 

operated rotary table, just one at a time following 

the original vom Hofe patterns. 

 At the moment I concentrate on making the „basic“ 

Edward vom Hofe fly reel, the model 355 

„Peerless“. This original design, dating back to the 

19th century,- had been the role model for all the 

later Edward vom Hofe fly reels, a unique and 

incomparable American classic.                                   

The “Peerless”  features a non-rotating, fixed 

brake-arm for constant friction drag and an 

additional sliding clicker mechanism on the back 

plate, a vom Hofe patent that can be switched on 

or off for more intensive drag. My own fishing 

experience has proved, that this reel works 

perfectly even when hooking  trout of 20 inch and 

larger.                                                                                     

Also the dampening effect of the brakearm results 

in a silky smooth “feel”, when operating the reel 

and this is part of the experience. 

 

You can choose between two options for a size 1 

reel:  with bands either hard-brazed from rolled 

nickelsilver like the originals, or made from 

seamless 316 alloy stainless steel.                           

The silver option gives you the authentic 

traditional color and look, whereas the stainless 

steel bands will be more resistant against little 

nicks and scratches.                                                           

I also offer a choice of spoolplates either made 

from aluminium or  nickelsilver. With nickelsilver 

spoolplates a size one reel has a weight of app. 6.5 

ounces, with those of aluminium weight can be 

reduced considerably to app. 5 ounces.                             

Prices are identical for both options.                                      

 Pros and cons? Although I use the most suitable water-

resistant aluminium grade available, with the 

nickelsilver version you will most certainly only have 

little worries about maintenance. 

 

 

Front with nickelsilver handle  

 

 

Back with sliding nameplate and clicker button 


